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Story 13

In the Park

Camilla, Daniel, Angela and Tom go to the park.

Camilla and Daniel sit.
Angela and Tom play.

Camilla and Daniel spot Barbara.
Barbara is from Texas.

Barbara tells Camilla, 
"I am Barbara."

Camilla tells Barbara, 
"I am Camilla.

This is my husband, Daniel. 
This is my sister, Angela. 
And this is Tom. 
Angela is from Brazil. 
Tom is from Canada."
Barbara tells Camilla,
"I love Brazil! I love Canada!"

Tom tells Barbara,
"Canada is cold. I love Canada."

Angela tells Barbara,
"Brazil is hot. I love Brazil."
Now, Barbara is hot.

Barbara tells Camilla,
"I am very hot. I want a drink."

Camilla gives Barbara a can.

Barbara opens the can and drinks.
Angela and Tom yell,
"I want a drink! I want a drink!"

Angela and Tom get two cans.

Angela and Tom
open the cans and drink.

Camilla and Daniel drink, too.
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Story 13, Exercise 1

Words

1. They go to the ____________.
2. They ____________ Barbara.
3. Barbara is ____________ Texas.
4. I ____________ Brazil!
5. Canada is ____________.
6. Brazil is ____________.

love | park | from | spot
love | park | from | spot
love | park | from | spot
cold | Now | hot | can
cold | Now | hot | can
7. ___________, Barbara is hot.

8. Camilla gives Barbara a ______.

9. They _____________.

10. Barbara _________ the can.
Story 13, Exercise 2

Sentences

Camilla, Daniel, Angela and Tom ________ to the park. Camilla and Daniel ________. Angela and Tom play. Camilla and Daniel ________ Barbara. Barbara is from ________. Barbara tells Camilla, "I ________ Barbara." Camilla ________ Barbara, "I am Camilla. This is ________ husband, Daniel. This is my ________, Angela. And ________ is Tom. Angela is ________ Brazil. Tom ________ from Canada."

Barbara tells Camilla, "I love Brazil! I ________ Canada!" Tom tells Barbara, "Canada is ________. I love Canada." Angela tells Barbara, "Brazil is ________. I love Brazil."

__________, Barbara is hot. Barbara tells Camilla, "I am ________ hot. I want a ________." Camilla gives Barbara a ________. Barbara opens the can and drinks.
Angela and Tom __________, "I want a drink! I __________ a drink!"
Angela and Tom get __________ cans. Angela and Tom __________ the
cans and drink. Camilla __________ Daniel drink, too.
Story 13, Exercise 3

Order

and Angela meet Tom. ➔ Angela and Tom meet.

1. go They to park the.

2. and Daniel sit Camilla.

3. Angela play and Tom.

4. Barbara They spot.

5. I Barbara am.

6. husband is This my.
Story 13, Exercise 4

Yes, No, Question

**Yes:** Angela and Tom meet.

**No:** Angela and Tom do not meet.

**Question:** Do Angela and Tom meet?

**Yes:** Camilla lives in Texas.

**No:** Camilla does not live in Texas.

**Question:** Does Camilla live in Texas?

**Yes:** Angela and Tom are happy.

**No:** Angela and Tom are not happy.

**Question:** Are Angela and Tom happy?

1. **Yes:** I love Canada.

   **No:** __________________________________________________________

   **Question:** ____________________________________________________

2. **Yes:** Canada is cold.

   **No:** __________________________________________________________

   **Question:** ____________________________________________________
3. Yes: Brazil is hot.

No: 

Question: 


No: 

Question: 

5. Yes: They open the cans.

No: 

Question: 

6. Yes: They drink.

No: 

Question:
Story 13, Exercise 5

Questions

1. Where do they go?

________________________________________________________________________

2. Where is Barbara from?

________________________________________________________________________

3. Does Barbara love Brazil and Canada?

________________________________________________________________________

4. Is it hot?

________________________________________________________________________

5. Do they drink?

________________________________________________________________________
Story 13, Exercise 1

Words

1. They go to the **park**.

2. They **spot** Barbara.

3. Barbara is **from** Texas.

4. I **love** Brazil!

5. Canada is **cold**.

6. Brazil is **hot**.

7. **Now**, Barbara is hot.

8. Camilla gives Barbara a **can**.

9. They **drink**.

10. Barbara **opens** the can.
Story 13, Exercise 2

Sentences

Camilla, Daniel, Angela and Tom go to the park. Camilla and Daniel sit. Angela and Tom play. Camilla and Daniel spot Barbara. Barbara is from Texas. Barbara tells Camilla, "I am Barbara." Camilla tells Barbara, "I am Camilla. This is my husband, Daniel. This is my sister, Angela. And this is Tom. Angela is from Brazil. Tom is from Canada."

Barbara tells Camilla, "I love Brazil! I love Canada!" Tom tells Barbara, "Canada is cold. I love Canada." Angela tells Barbara, "Brazil is hot. I love Brazil."

Now, Barbara is hot. Barbara tells Camilla, "I am very hot. I want a drink." Camilla gives Barbara a can. Barbara opens the can and drinks.

Angela and Tom yell, "I want a drink! I want a drink!" Angela and Tom get two cans. Angela and Tom open the cans and drink. Camilla and Daniel drink, too.
Story 13, Exercise 3

Order

1. They go to the park.

2. Camilla and Daniel sit.

3. Angela and Tom play.

4. They spot Barbara.

5. I am Barbara.

6. This is my husband.
Story 13, Exercise 4
Yes, No, Question

1. Yes: I love Canada.

No: I do not love Canada.

Question: Do I love Canada?

2. Yes: Canada is cold.

No: Canada is not cold.

Question: Is Canada cold?

3. Yes: Brazil is hot.

No: Brazil is not hot.

Question: Is Brazil hot?


No: I do not want a drink.
Question: Do I want a drink?

5. Yes: They open the cans.

No: They do not open the cans.

Question: Do they open the cans?

6. Yes: They drink.

No: They do not drink.

Question: Do they drink?
Story 13, Exercise 5

Questions

1. Where do they go?

They go to the park.

2. Where is Barbara from?

Barbara is from Texas.

3. Does Barbara love Brazil and Canada?

Yes, Barbara loves Brazil and Canada.

4. Is it hot?

Yes, it is very hot.

5. Do they drink?

Yes, they drink.
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